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Introduction. Compositions from the ternary system BaO-B2O3-Fe2O3 are use-
ful for the synthesis of modified single crystalline barium hexaferrite powders by the glass
crystallization technique (GCT) [1]. Such special barium hexaferrite powder
BaAII

x BIV
x Fe12−2xO19 (AII: Co2+, Mn2+ e.g.; BIV: Ti4+, Ru4+ e.g.) are a very impor-

tant magnetic material for different applications. Their technical applications range from
high-density magnetic recording media [2], hyperthermia in the medicine [3] to chemical
[4] and microwave absorbing materials [5]. Very homogeneous melts (thermal and chem-
ical) and a defined redox ratio are required amongst other things for the manufacturing
of such barium hexaferrite powder by GCT.

The melts from the system BaO-B2O3-Fe2O3 are in black. In black melts the
heat transport by radiation is nearly zero. Consequently the problems of homogeneity
increase. Moreover, the iron ions and the partially substituted AII-ions are paramagnetic
ones with a defined magnet moment n∗µB . It is very interesting to answer the question,
how a low AC magnetic field (� 1 T) which is impressed during the melting until the
cooling can help to homogenize the melt and to adjust the redox ratio and therefore
the crystallization – without mechanical contact, controlled and independent on other
process parameters.

The influence of high static magnetic (� 1 T) fields on the crystal orientation and
phase transformation in solidified structures of metals, alloys and ceramics of different
magnetic permeabilities was recently researched in many cases [7, 8, 9].

In this study a low inhomogeneous AC magnetic field (up to 55 mT, 50 Hz) was
imposed in the melts. They contain 33.84 wt% iron oxide. The used experimental set-up
as well as the experimental procedure will be described in detail (Section 1). In Section 2
we illustrate and discuss the results by means of in-situ measured temperature distri-
butions using a protected thermocouple and ex-situ (drilled out samples of the cooled
melt) by density as well as by X-ray diffraction and vibrating sample magnetometer
measurements.

1. Experimental procedures. The equipment used in the experimental in-
vestigations are shown in Fig. 1 The set-up consists of a furnace with a maximum tem-
perature of 1500◦C electrically heated by six heating elements (SiC-bifilar-rods) and an
alternating current (AC) magnet system. A cylindrical melt crucible (inner diameter: 80
mm, height: 100 mm) is positioned in the center of the furnace (x = y = 0). It is filled
with the molten material of 48.14 BaO - 18.02 B2O3 - 33.84 Fe2O3 (wt%) up to a height

Fig. 1. Top view on the arrangement of the
electrically heated furnace with the AC mag-
net system; 1 – mullite tube, 2 – heating rods,
3 – heat insulation, 4 – Pt crucible, 5 - addi-
tional pole shoe (MnZn-ferrite).
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the field gradient B ·∆B/∆z calculated from the flux density distribution
B(z) measured by a Hall sensor; z-positions of the Pt crucible and the melt position are plotted
schematically.

of 80 mm. The crucible consists of oxide dispersion strengthened platinum (ODS-Pt) to
attain a sufficiently high temperature stability and to minimize its corrosion.

Because the furnace is located in the air gap of the magnetic system and the fre-
quency (50 Hz) of the magnetic field is very low, the generated magnetic field can pene-
trate completely the crucible and the melt [10].

In order to obtain a larger field gradient, the air gap was deformed asymmetrically
in z-direction with an additional pole shoe made up of MnZn ferrite (see Fig. 1).

The generated distribution of the field gradient in the air gap is shown in Fig. 2.
The active field gradients amount B · ∆B/∆z of the air gap height ±8 · 10−3 T2/m and
+6, 7 · 10−3 T2/m at the bottom of the crucible with a maximum flux density of 44 mT.

The melting procedures without and with such inhomogeneous AC magnetic field
are identical. The raw materials were heated up to 1300◦C with a heating rate of 1,5
K/min. The residence time was 240 min without magnet field or 150 min without plus
90 min with magnetic field.

In order to quantify the influence of the magnet field gradient in-situ we have mea-
sured the temperature ϑM at different positions z in the melts using a protected thermo-
couple (diameter: 1 mm, PtRh-Pt typ B, electrotherm Geraberg, Germany). After the
residence times the melts were cooled down to room temperature with a defined cooling
rate of 5 K/min. The magnetic field was switched off at 1050◦C, so that the field gradi-
ent is acting only on the melt, but not on the crystallized and solidified structures. The
viscosity of the tested melt amounts 10 dPas at 1050◦C.

From the solidified melts we dilled out several samples (volume: 1 cm3) for material
investigations (ex-situ). The position of the probes are shown in Fig. 3. The drilled
cores were split into three parts. Thus we obtained at each position one bottom, one
middle and one top sample (in the z-direction). The densities of all top and bottom
samples were determined using a gas pycnometer (Typ ACCUPYC 1330, Micromeritics).
After it selected samples were filled in a vessel containing diluted acetic acid (2h/10%

Fig. 3. Top view of the Pt
crucible with the cooled melt
and the drilling plan.
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Fig. 4. Temperature distribution ϑM (z) in the melt – without
and with the inhomogeneous AC magnet field at the furnace tem-
perature 1300◦C.
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Table 1. Average differences of the densities (top – bottom) of the drilled cores in comparison
to the magnetic properties of the corresponding ferrite powder (solved drilled cores)

density difference saturation magneti- coercivity
Melt experiment [103 g/cm3] zation [kA/m] [kA/m]

drilled cores top bottom top bottom

without magnetic field −7, 2 180 190 44.9 35.4
with magnetic field −12, 8 265 325 21.7 10.7

CH3COOH). The acetic acid dissolves the soluble phases borates), but the contained
ferrite crystals stay unsolved. These crystals were analysed by X-ray diffraction (Bruker
AXS D8 advance). Their magnetic properties were characterized by a vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM 7300 Lake Shore). The comparison between the results of the same
melt procedure but with and without the magnetic field shows the influence of a low AC
magnetic field in a glass melt with different iron ions Fe2+/Fe3+.

2. Results and discussion. In Fig. 4 temperature distributions ϑ(z) for the
melt are shown measured at equal positions in the melt x = y = 0, but without and with
the inhomogeneous AC magnetic field.

The magnetic field gradient did not change the temperature distribution ϑ(z) but
the density differences and the magnetic properties between the top and bottom samples
(see Table 1.)

In the case of melt experiments with magnetic field the density difference between
the drilled cores (top – bottom) increases. The magnetic field gradient has changed the
crystallization. It is shown by the measured magnetic properties.

Applying the inhomogeneous magnetic field during the melt process the saturation
magnetizations increase generally and the coercivity decrease (top and bottom) com-
pared with the melt experiment without magnetic field. Furthermore, in both cases the
bottom saturation magnetizations are higher and the bottom coercivity are lower. Higher
saturation magnetizations and lower coercivity can only result by decreasing amounts of
hard magnetic phases and increasing amounts of the soft magnetic phases in the obtained
ferrite powder. By systematic X-ray diffraction measurements it is found that M-type
barium hexaferrite (BaFe12O19), W-type barium hexaferrite (BaFe18O27) and a low rate
of magnetite (Fe3O4) are existing in all ferrite powders. On the base of all analyses it
can be only that the portion of the W-type hexaferrite increases and the rate of the M-
type hexaferrite decreases if the magnetic field penetrates the melt. These changes are
associated with an increased Fe2+/Fe3+ – ratio in the samples and consequently in the
melt. In order to prove this conclusions chemical analyses and further X-ray diffraction
measurements are planned.

The reason for these very interesting effects is the interaction of magnetic interfacial
forces [6] (known also magnetization force) at the iron ions (see Fig. 5). The magnetic
interfacial forces are generally dependent on the magnetic moments of the ions in the
melt (the outcome of this is the magnetic susceptibility of solidified structures) and their
sizes as well as on the value of the magnetic field gradient. Its direction is determined
by the direction of the field gradient.

Fig. 5. Magnetic interfacial forces FG

in glass melts with one paramagnetic ion
whose magnetic moment amounts n∗µB ,
whose radius is ri and which is located in an
inhomogeneous magnetic field with the field
gradient grad B, µB = 9, 27 · 10−24 Am2

(Bohr Magneton), µ0 = 4π · 10−7 Vs/Am
(absolute permeability).
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In contrast to the effect of strong magnetic fields [9], it can be predicted here that
the changes of the enthalpy of the liquid respectively solid phases are not modified by
the presence of the low AC magnetic field. Further effects as a result of the induction of
eddy currents can be also disregard. The electrical conductivity of the melts (at 1300◦C:
46 S/m, at 1050◦C: 13 S/m) and the frequency of the magnetic field (50 Hz) are to low.

3. Summary. The present paper demonstrates experimental results concerning
the manipulation of the chemical homogeneity of indirect electrically heated melts from
the BaO−B2O3−Fe2O3 system using an inhomogeneous alternating magnetic field with
a frequency of 50 Hz and a field gradient of +6, 710−3 T2/m in the melt at a maximum
flux density of 44 mT.

The investigations show that the temperature distribution ϑ(z) in the melt is not
influenced by the low AC magnetic field. But the material properties like chemical
homogeneity and density distribution are substantially changed in the solidified material.
These effects arise from the magnetic interfacial force which is generated by the different
magnetic moments of the iron ions Fe2+/Fe3+ and the gradient of the AC magnetic field.

The results of the work show that the effects of magnetic interfacial force are capable
to influence the chemical homogeneity in all melts, which contain paramagnetic ions, if
an inhomogeneous magnetic field penetrates the melts. Many questions are still open and
will be subjected by further experiments. Chemical analyses of the Fe2+/Fe3+-ratio, new
experiments with another crucible position (+∆B/∆z ·B) and numerical simulations will
complete the investigations.
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